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as i mentioned above, waves have
included some of their lesser known
plugins in the bundle. vintage is an

analogue emulation of a console
echo, while fully analog is a tape

style echo emulation and
chronoguard is a 24 track tape

scrubber. wave's included plugins
are not part of their standard

bundle prices, so you'd have to buy
them individually to get them. the

three plugins that are included with
the waves silver bundle are bass
player (opens in new tab) a free

version of waves bass player, bass
isolation (opens in new tab) an
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enhanced version of the popular
bass isolation plugin (bass) and

bass chorus (opens in new tab) a
free version of bass chorus (bass).
other products you might want to

consider buying include the
recently released wave c1 comp-
gate for $199 (usd). it's a $199

(usd) plugin you may have already
heard of and it's an eq, compressor

and gate plugin that works as a
standalone plugin or as part of a
multi-effects plugin bundle. the

monotone stereo compressor is yet
another classic from the waves

arsenal. it's clean and reliable and
offers a lot of versatility. it's less of
a plug-in and more of a standalone
compressor that can be applied to
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any track, without prior knowledge
of how to use a compressor.

however, if you're familiar with
compression, the waves csi

monotone stereo compressor can
save you a ton of time as it handles
tons of common tasks for you and

offers a multitude of controls
including l/r send, ratios, output
levels, q and blend. even if you

don't use the l/r send you'll still find
it to be an incredibly useful tool

that will save you time and make
your mixes more consistent.
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